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ABSTRACT

The Effects of Descriptions and Images of Antecedent Stimuli and
Outcomes to Correct Responses in Task Analysis Instruction

by
Bryan C. Tyner
Advisor: Daniel M. Fienup

Task analysis (TA) instruction is commonly used for teaching behavior chains; however, little
research informs best practices for TA instruction. Data regarding the effects of instructional
variables on responding may enhance TA efficacy and learner performance. Linking TA
instruction to the three-term contingency may facilitate the development of control by stimuli
that are naturally present while completing complex tasks; therefore, this study employed a twoby-two factorial design to analyze the relative effects of supplementing TA instruction with
descriptions and images of: (factor A) antecedent stimuli relevant to each instructed discrete
response and (factor B) the outcomes of accurately completing instructed response chains. A
significant main effect was observed for antecedent stimuli on mean participant accuracy. No
significant main effect was observed for presenting the outcomes of correct responses, and no
significant interaction was observed between antecedent and outcome stimuli; however,
instructions presenting both antecedent and outcome stimuli produced a significantly higher
proportion of learners to meet or exceed the accuracy criterion for academically relevant
performance (instructional yield), defined as at least 80% correct. These findings may inform
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best practice in TA instruction and are discussed in terms of the necessity and sufficiency of
descriptions and images of antecedent stimuli and response outcomes in TA instruction.
Keywords: task analysis, behavior chains, three-term contingency, instructional control,
computer-based instruction
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The Effects of Descriptions and Images of Antecedent Stimuli and
Outcomes to Correct Responses in Task Analysis Instruction
Task analysis (TA) is a general term used in applied behavior analysis (ABA) and other
fields that refers to both: (1) the process of identifying the stepwise component responses
required for performing a behavior chain, and (2) the permanent product of this process
developed for instructional purposes (Gagne, 1974). Task analysis is a necessary preliminary
activity for developing virtually all instructional materials and interventions that involve teaching
sequences of multiple steps, including picture activity schedules (e.g., Chan, Lambdin, Graham,
Fragale, & Davis, 2014), video modeling (e.g., Tyner & Fienup, 2015b), role playing (e.g., Neef,
Iwata, & Page, 1978), and chaining procedures (e.g., Jerome, Frantino, & Sturmey, 2007). Task
analysis instruction has been delivered to a wide range of learners, including ABA students and
practitioners (e.g., DiGennaro-Reed & Henley, 2015), parents for teaching behavioral
interventions (e.g., Matson, Mahan, & LoVullo, 2009), employees in industry positions (e.g.,
Rose & Bearman, 2012), athletes for performance improvement (e.g., Stokes, Luiselli, & Reed,
2010), students for math instruction (e.g., Resnick, 1975), and directly to clients whose skill
deficits or problem behavior are targeted for change (e.g., Jerome et al.; Richman et al., 2001).
Task analysis has also been used to identify prerequisite skills and develop assessment methods,
such as for surgeons performing complex operations (Moorthy, Munz, Sarker, & Darzi, 2003).
Despite the prevalence of TA instruction and evidence of its efficacy (e.g., Wong et al.,
2014), continuing research on the variables contributing to TA efficacy and efficiency may
benefit instruction designers (McKay, Weiss, Dickson, & Ahearn, 2014). A primary challenge is
determining “what to describe and at what level of detail” (Annett & Duncan, 1967, p. 2). Too
little detail increases the response effort of following instruction and decreases learner accuracy
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(Tofel-Grehl & Feldon, 2013); however, too much detail is inefficient and may decrease learner
attentiveness to necessary information, potentially obfuscating salient, effective instruction.
Different TA methods have been found to produce different information regarding a task as well
as significantly different learning outcomes (Tofel-Grehl & Feldon). A number of methods for
TA development have been described in the literature. Cooper, Heron, and Heward (2007)
propose that the response sequence for completing the task can be identified by consulting with
and observing experts perform the task and by performing it oneself. For example, in a TA for
constructing a multiple baseline graph, Tyner and Fienup (2015b) selected the sequence of steps
that minimized the number of total discrete responses (mouse clicks) to complete the task.
Pavlovich and Greene (1984) described the process of developing a TA for installing home
weatherization materials as involving “testing, revising, and retesting the instructions and
illustrations” (p. 106). In addition, numerous methods for TA are described outside of ABA that
vary in the extent to which they focus on observable behavior of the performer (for an overview
see Jonassen & Hannum, 1986). Both behavioral and non-behavioral methods provide a starting
place for TA construction; however, the processes they employ are often logically, not
empirically, derived and may not ensure that the resulting instructions are optimally effective for
evoking new behavior chains in naïve learners.
Variability between the sequence of steps and the details provided throughout different
TAs created for the same task underscores the need to research factors supporting TA
effectiveness. For example, numerous TAs describe the sequence of responses for creating
single-subject design graphs in Microsoft® Excel® (e.g., Carr & Burkholder, 1998; Dixon et al.,
2009; Lo & Konrad, 2007; Pritchard, 2008); however, even TA instructions for constructing the
same type of graph in the same version of graphing software vary in noticeable ways, such as the
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sequence of steps, the number of responses presented per step, the amount of detail described,
and the number and content of images presented. Data demonstrating the necessity and
sufficiency of specific TA content may inform decisions that arise during TA development,
enable the development of more effective instruction materials, and limit future investment in
time-consuming trial-and-error validation processes.
Some research has demonstrated relations between parameters of TA instruction and
learner performance. For example, Graff and Karsten (2012) demonstrated that reducing
technical jargon and adding pictures, diagrams, and step-by-step examples increased staff
accuracy conducting preference assessments compared to the original instructions. Dixon et al.
(2009) compared graphing performance between learners who used Carr & Burkholder’s (1998)
original TA instructions for graphing with a modified version that reflected software updates that
affected the sequence of responses and details about the software interface. Learners who used
the updated TA instructions produced higher accuracy constructing graphs. Tyner and Fienup
(2015b) found that the same task analysis produced more accurate and faster graphing behavior
when presented as a video model than when presented as text with pictures. In a parametric
analysis, Crist, Walls, and Haught (1984) demonstrated presenting fewer responses per step
caused corresponding decreases in error rates.
These studies begin to inform best practices for TA development by identifying
instructional properties that affect learner outcomes; however, synchrony between behavior
analytic technology and principle is believed to enhance intervention efficacy (Baer, Wolf, &
Risley, 1968). Accounting for the effects of each of these studies using common principles may
provide insight regarding the stimulus properties of effective instruction and lead to more robust
best practices and guidelines. One concept that may account for the effects of the manipulations
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to the TAs in these studies is stimulus control. For example, presenting steps in isolation (Crist
et al., 1984) reduces the complexity of the instructional stimulus by minimizing the amount of
information presented per instructional unit. This may enable greater stimulus control by each
step, as there are fewer instructional stimuli to potentially compete. Minimizing technical jargon
(Graff & Karsten, 2012) could be operationally defined as describing the physical characteristics
of task stimuli rather than using terms that require previous learning to understand. This
manipulation may minimize response effort for following instructions and increase
correspondence between instructional stimuli and those that are naturally present while
completing the task. Enhancing instruction-to-task correspondence could facilitate initial
responding and eventual transfer of instructional control to the task stimuli. Pictures (Graff &
Karsten) and video (Tyner & Fienup, 2015b) have greater formal similarity with task stimuli, and
thereby augment the salience of specific stimulus characteristics by presenting them in isolation
and larger dimensions. In contrast, written words are only associated with task stimuli through
learning mechanisms and processes such as equivalence relations and higher-order conditioning.
Although describing task stimuli in greater detail may enhance instructional-to-task stimulus
correspondence, it also requires using more words and increases response effort to read.
Instruction-to-task correspondence may be especially important as the number,
complexity, and similarity of task stimuli increase (Dinsmoor, 1995). Performing each response
as described in TA instruction is analogous to an identity matching task in which the learner
must select the comparison stimulus with the same discriminative properties as a sample
stimulus from among an array of distractor comparison stimuli (Holth, 2003). Matching tasks
are often performed in experimental settings using computer displays that present the sample
stimulus at the top of the screen and a row of multiple comparison stimuli (Donahoe & Palmer,
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2004). The discrimination is more complex when the target and distractor sample stimuli are
similar (Spradlin & Simon, 2011) and when the sample and comparison stimuli lack formal
similarity, such as in symbolic matching tasks (Sidman & Tailby, 1982) between pictures and
written and spoken words. These properties of matching tasks are particularly relevant to
software instruction. To demonstrate, Figure 1 shows the ribbon menu of Microsoft Word®.
The icons in this menu are small, detailed, and share many common features. Describing one of
these icons in adequate detail for the majority of naïve learners to discriminate between correct
and incorrect responses poses a challenge. For example, the icon titled “Insert Caption” could be
described as a sheet of paper with the top right corner turned down and a picture of blue
mountains and a yellow sun. This icon is also presented in Figure 2 (top panel) in comparison
with the “Insert Citation” icon (middle panel) which shares many similar features, including the
general shape, size, colors, relative location on the screen, and even component letters of its
label. Such high correspondence between different task stimuli is likely to interfere with
identification based on textual descriptions alone. Conversely, an image of a task stimulus has
greater formal similarity with the actual target stimulus relevant to the directed response. Formal
similarity between instructional and task stimuli may augment the salience of task stimuli,
facilitate matching accuracy, enable shorter descriptions, and reduce response effort.
This discussion underscores the importance of stimulus control in the acquisition of
behavior chains. Task analysis instruction may facilitate the acquisition of discriminative control
over discrete responses by the antecedent stimuli that are naturally present while performing a
task. Describing those stimuli and the responses to emit in their presence may function as
prompts or as rules specifying contingencies of reinforcement (Brownstein & Shull, 1985;
Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). A correct response emitted while following TA instruction
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then contacts either a naturally occurring or programmed consequence. If that consequence is
reinforcing, the future probability of the response recurring in the presence of those same task
stimuli will increase. Describing details of the three-term contingency in TA instruction may
enhance the development of stimulus control by task stimuli and facilitate the interlocking of
naturally occurring contingencies of the composite behavior chain.
Two studies have demonstrated that describing details in TA instruction relevant to the
three-term contingency enhances learner accuracy. Cuvo, Davis, O’Reilly, Mooney, & Crowley
(1992) demonstrated that TA instruction describing specific discrete responses and outcomes
produced higher accuracy than describing the outcomes to correct responses only. These
researchers then used a fading procedure to transfer stimulus control to naturally occurring
discriminative stimuli (SDs), and learner accuracy was maintained at follow-up. These findings
are consistent with the hypothesis that TA instruction is more effective when linked to the threeterm contingency; however, this study only tested the effects of describing discrete responses and
their outcomes. Furthermore, this study simultaneously delivered TA instruction in conjunction
with performance feedback and prompt fading; therefore the relative effects of describing
responses versus the other intervention components is unknown.
Tyner and Fienup (2015a) demonstrated that a TA describing relevant antecedent stimuli
and performance criteria (i.e., the outcomes of correct responses) produced more accurate
responses compared to the same TA without these details. In this study, graphing performance
was compared between two groups that received a computer-based TA that either described the
response sequence only or the response sequence supplemented with descriptions of relevant
antecedent stimuli and performance criteria. The supplemented TA produced higher average
accuracy, and for learners in this condition, spending more time on the task produced larger
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proportional gains compared to the response-only TA; however, because antecedent and outcome
stimuli were presented simultaneously, it is impossible to determine the relative necessity or
sufficiency of either variable. Furthermore, despite frequent use of pictures in TA instruction
(e.g., Dixon et al., 2009; Graph & Karsten, 2012), the TAs tested in the Tyner and Fienup study
presented text only. Pictures have greater correspondence with naturally occurring task stimuli
and may therefore increase response accuracy by facilitating matching between instructional and
task stimuli.
In order to better understand the relative effects of antecedent and outcome stimuli in TA
instruction, the present study conducted a component analysis of instructional stimuli in a TA for
constructing a reversal design graph in Excel. Graphing behavior was compared between four
groups that received a modified version of the TA used in Tyner and Fienup (2015a) for
constructing a reversal design graph. The TAs presented to all four groups described the discrete
responses for constructing the graph. The effects of presenting descriptions and images of
antecedent and outcome task stimuli were compared separately in a two-by-two factorial design.
Antecedent task stimuli (factor A) were defined as descriptions and images of relevant
antecedent stimuli to discrete responses, such as the color, shape, and location of buttons and
menu options. Outcome stimuli (factor B) were defined as the changes in the permanent product
produced by correctly completing chained responses, such as changes to graph formatting, size,
components, and other characteristics caused by each step. Four versions of the TA were
developed that either included or excluded each factor. These manipulations produced the
following four experimental conditions: (1) responses only (RSP), (2) responses plus their
outcomes (RO), (3) antecedent stimuli plus the corresponding responses (AR), and (4)
antecedent stimuli plus responses plus their outcomes (ARO). Graphing accuracy and total task
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duration were compared between groups to test the main effects of and interactions between
antecedent and outcome stimuli. It was hypothesized that supplementing descriptions of the
discrete responses to complete a task with descriptions and images of both the relevant
antecedents and the outcomes of correct responses would increase graphing accuracy and
decrease graphing duration.
Method
Participants
Sixty-one participants were recruited from an introductory psychology class using an
online research participation system. Data from one participant were excluded from analyses
due to computer malfunction during instruction, and an additional participant was recruited to
reach equal group sizes. Data are reported for 15 participants in four groups for 60 participants
total. Participants received extra credit in their course for participation independent of
performance during the study. Demographic data for the student population pool from which
participants were recruited are presented in Table 1. Approximately 67% of individuals in the
participant pool were female and 37% male, approximately 90% were between 18 and 25 years
old, and over 99% reported having basic typing skills.
A power analysis was conducted using G*Power™ statistical software, which was
specifically developed for a priori calculation of adequate sample sizes (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, &
Buchner, 2007). Nine participants per group were estimated as a conservative sample size per
condition for at least 80% power. To conduct this analysis, Cohen’s d was calculated for data
collected by Tyner and Fienup (2015a), which included two groups (d = 1.04). In order to use
this statistic to predict the necessary sample size in a factorial ANCOVA, the Cohen’s d value
was converted into Cohen’s f by dividing by 2 (f = 0.52; Cohen, 1988). This value was entered
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into G*Power along with α (α = .05), the number of groups (k = 4), and degrees of freedom (df =
1) calculated by subtracting one from the number of factors being tested. Additional participants
were included due to observations of ceiling effects during pilot testing that could have reduced
the treatment effect size and power.
Setting
Instruction took place in a research lab containing three computer work stations, each
equipped with a computer running the Microsoft Windows® 7 operating system with Microsoft
Excel, Word®, and PowerPoint® 2013 installed. The computers all included a 48.26 cm
monitor, a keyboard with number pad, and a mouse.
Materials
The materials used included a participant sign-in sheet, a procedural TA and script for
guiding researchers and assistants through the experimental protocol, IRB-approved informedconsent forms, four PowerPoint tutorials that presented the TA instructions for constructing the
graph, a post-study questionnaire, and a checklist of graph elements for scoring graphing
accuracy. The sign-in sheet presented columns listing participant ID numbers, group
assignments, and blank spaces to record the start and end times of instruction, researcher notes,
and whether the questionnaire was delivered. The procedural TA presented steps for logging
into and arranging the software on participant work stations, saving participant files, and entering
data, and included images of the necessary arrangement of software on the participant
workstation monitor. The script provided a sequence of statements for the researcher to make to
each participant to describe the consent process and the study task and answers to frequently
asked questions. The questionnaire contained separate sections for (a) participant learning
history and experience, (b) social validity regarding the study goals, instructional method used,
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and any graphing skills acquired, and (c) self-reported motivation to complete the task. Items in
the participant learning history section (see Table 2) were in multiple-choice format and
addressed the participant’s relevant course history (e.g., statistics, experimental methods),
computer skills and experience, and experience using Excel and other graphing software. The
social validity section presented Likert-style and open-ended questions regarding the extent to
which participants agreed or disagreed with statements about the study goals such as the
relevance and importance of graphing (see Table 3), their opinions regarding the instruction
method they used (see Table 4), and graphing skills they had acquired while using it (see Table
5). The motivation section of the tutorial (see Table 6) included Likert-style questions regarding
the extent to which participants were motivated and the amount of effort they exerted to succeed
at the task. Likert-style items throughout the questionnaire were presented with “Strongly
Disagree” on the left and “Strongly Agree” on the right with the numerals 1 through 5 for
response options. As is customary in questionnaire construction, at least one item per section
was phrased negatively as a counterbalance for response bias. Negatively phrased items are
indicated in parentheses in each table.
Task Analyses. Figure 3 presents a side-by side comparison of exemplar slides, and
Table 7 presents the number of instructional slides and images in each of the four TAs. The TAs
were developed using PowerPoint, Paint.net™, and Microsoft Windows screen Snipping Tool™.
All TAs presented identical written descriptions of the discrete responses necessary for
completing the graph based on the TA used in Tyner and Fienup (2015a). This TA was first
modified, tested, and revised by the primary investigator (PI) to minimize the number of mouse
clicks required per step and the number of words used to describe them. Next, the TA was
delivered to research assistants and pilot participants to collect feedback and assess graphing
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accuracy. Common and critical errors were cross-referenced with the respective steps of the TA
for the graph components involved and with participant feedback, and the PI also attempted to
replicate those errors. The results of this process informed revisions to the TA step sequence and
wording. The resulting TA was then modified by removing all instructions referencing
antecedent and outcome stimuli which produced the response-only (RSP) TA. The RSP TA was
then supplemented with descriptions and images of antecedent stimuli relevant to the discrete
responses which produced the antecedent-response (AR) TA. Next, the RSP TA was
supplemented with descriptions and images of outcome stimuli (i.e., changes to the graph)
produced by correctly performing discrete and chained responses. This revision produced the
response-outcome (RO) TA. Lastly, the AR and RO TAs were combined into the antecedentresponse-outcome (ARO) TA. Thus all four TAs contained the instructions presented in the RSP
TA, which was supplemented by descriptions and images of antecedents in the AR and ARO
TAs and by outcomes in the RO and ARO TAs.
The PowerPoint slides in all four TAs were set to a height of 22.9 cm and width of 17.8
cm. The instructional area had a height of 13.4 cm and width of 17.8 cm. All four TAs began
with a title slide showing the name of the graph and a button titled “Begin,” which, when
clicked, presented a brief description of a reversal design study. This and all subsequent
instructional slides contained buttons titled “Back”, “Next”, and “Table of Contents”. The Table
of Contents button presented a list of tutorial sections, each of which linked to the first step in
that section. The Next and Back buttons advanced and returned the PowerPoint presentation by
one slide, respectively. All PowerPoint presentations were set to “kiosk mode” to prevent the
slides from advancing on mouse clicks if the mouse was not directly over these buttons. The
TAs included either 74 (RSP and AR) or 96 (RO and ARO) instructional slides. This difference
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was due to slides in the RO and ARO TAs that exclusively presented images and descriptions of
what the graph should look like after completing the terminal responses of longer response
chains. In order to control for the response duration of reading slide content and slide
navigation, the content of these slides in the RSP and AR TAs was replaced with instructions to
“Continue to the next slide”. Thus, the RSP and AR TAs contained 74 slides containing
instruction and 22 slides without instruction for a total of 96 slides.
Response-only task analysis (RSP TA). The RSP TA presented textual descriptions of
the responses necessary to complete the graph. Responses were defined as the discrete response
or action (e.g., click, select) and the name of the graphical user interface (GUI) element (e.g.,
button, menu option) the response involved. Responses were presented as directive statements
using complete and concise sentences in the imperative verb tense (Troyka & Hesse, 2006; see
Figure 3 for example). All text presented in the revised TA that did not exclusively describe
individual discrete responses for completing the graph was removed. The third instructional
slide presented an image of the spreadsheet cells A1 through A18 containing data for the
participant to type into Excel to graph. No other images were presented in the RSP TA in order
to control for the presentation of antecedent and outcome stimuli in this condition.
Response-outcome task analysis (RO TA). The RO TA included all textual descriptions
presented in the RSP tutorial and was supplemented with descriptions and images of the
outcomes produced by correctly completing the described responses. Outcomes were defined as
stimulus changes to the graph caused by correctly performing the response or response chain
described. The PI constructed a graph according to the response sequence described in the RSP
TA and captured images of the graph depicting the changes in its appearance produced by the
correct completion of each step. These images were then inserted into the RO TA on either the
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same or following slide as the responses were described in the RSP TA. Larger images of the
graph were inserted into separate slides following the terminal response of larger chained
responses. These images required separate slides to present the graph in its entirety with enough
resolution to see the reformatted graph element (e.g., tick marks).
Antecedent-response task analysis (AR TA). The AR TA included all textual
descriptions presented in the RSP tutorial and was supplemented with textual descriptions and
images of antecedent stimuli relevant to the described responses. Antecedent stimuli were
defined as the physical characteristics of the Excel GUI elements involved in the response
described, including their color, shape, and relative location in the Excel window, and the same
characteristics of salient proximal GUI elements. The PI constructed a graph according to the
response sequence described in the RSP tutorial and captured images of the relevant interface
elements prior to the completion of each step. These images were then inserted into the AR
tutorial on the same slides as the responses were described in the RSP TA.
Antecedent-response-outcome task analysis (ARO TA). The ARO TA presented all of
the textual descriptions and images included in the previous three TAs. No content was added
after combining the AR and RO TAs. The size of all images was held constant; however, the
relative location of images and text on some slides required minor reorganization to fit on the
same slide as they were presented in the other three TAs.
Procedure
The researcher identified the condition assignments for each upcoming participant
indicated on the sign-in sheet. The researcher then opened and positioned the assigned TA in the
left third and a blank Word document (below) and Excel spreadsheet (on top) in the right twothirds of the computer monitor, and saved the Word and Excel documents named according to
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the participant ID number and condition assignment. After each participant voluntarily
consented to participate in the experiment, the researcher recorded the date on the next available
line in the sign-in sheet and led the participant to a workstation. The researcher instructed the
participant to follow the instructions provided in the TA as closely as possible, and that if
something did not make sense, to reread and repeat the instructions preceding that step. No other
instructions or assistance were provided to any participants of any group other than that provided
in their respective TA. The researcher then told the participant to begin and recorded the start
time of instruction on the participant sign-in sheet. The end of each TA presented a screen
confirming that the participant had completed the task, with a button at the bottom of the screen
labeled “Yes, I’m done”. When clicked, this button presented a screen with instructions to
request the questionnaire from the researcher. At this point, the researcher recorded the end time
of instruction on the sign-in sheet, saved the participant’s files, and delivered the questionnaire.
Participants were dismissed upon returning the questionnaire.
Dependent Variables
The dependent variables (DVs) included graphing accuracy and duration. Graphing
accuracy was defined as the percentage of graph elements formatted according to APA and
journal publication guidelines. Researchers evaluated each participant’s final graph using a 40item checklist of graph components (see Table 8) based on criteria used in Tyner and Fienup
(2015a) and Cole and Witt (2015). Checklist items were scored as correct or incorrect, and the
percentage of correct items was calculated for each participant. Instructional yield was also
compared between groups as a secondary measure of accuracy. Yield was defined as the number
of participants per group who scored at least 80% correct on the graphing checklist. Graphing
duration was defined as the number of minutes that passed from the time the participant clicked
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the “Begin” button to the time the participant clicked the “I’m done” button. This duration was
calculated from the start and end times recorded on the sign-in sheet. Social validity was
compared between groups by analyzing participant agreement with questionnaire items about the
study goals, instructional methods, and skills acquired. Responses to the learning history and
motivation and response effort sections of the questionnaire were also analyzed to rule out
alternative explanations for observed differences in graphing performance (see Appendix under
Confound Testing).
Experimental Design
This study compared the effects of supplementing descriptions of discrete responses with
descriptions and pictures of relevant antecedent stimuli and the outcomes of correct responses.
The four TAs contained identical descriptions of the response sequence for constructing a
reversal design graph. The effects of supplementing this instruction with descriptions and
pictures of relevant antecedent stimuli (factor A) and the outcomes of correct responses (factor
B) were compared in a two-by-two factorial design. This enabled identification of main effects
of and interactions between supplemental antecedent and outcome stimuli. Participants were
assigned to one of the four TA conditions using block randomization, which is a standard
random-assignment method that ensures equal group sizes. This was performed using a randomnumber formula written in Excel for randomly assigning participants to conditions in blocks of
four. The resulting group-assignment sequence was then hard-coded on the sign-in sheet before
printing to ensure accurate record keeping.
Interobserver Agreement and Treatment Integrity
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated for 33% of all graphs. The PI trained two
graduate (M.A. and Ph.D.) research assistants to assess participants’ graphs using the graph
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component checklist. Assistants were trained using sample graphs either constructed to
demonstrate specific errors or that were collected from pilot participants and during past
research. Training continued until mean IOA exceeded 90% across 10 consecutive sample
graphs for each assistant. After training, the research assistants independently scored a total of
22 (36.7%) participant graphs. The researcher and all research assistants scored graphs blinded
to the condition to which the participant was assigned. Checklist items scored by both observers
as correct or incorrect were counted as agreements, and items scored differently were counted as
disagreements. Interobserver agreement was calculated by dividing the number of checklist
items in agreement by 40 (the total number of checklist items) and multiplying by 100 to convert
to a percentage. Mean IOA for participant data was 92.27% (SD = 6.68%, Range = 75 to 100%).
A number of steps were taken to ensure procedural fidelity. The PI trained research
assistants using modeling, role play, and feedback until each one completed the procedures with
100% accuracy. The TAs being tested were saved on participant computers under easily
discriminated file names, the TA assignment was printed in a large font size on the sign-in sheet,
and the researcher saved and named participant data files according to TA file names.
Researchers also recorded the name of the TA assignment on the end survey when resaving
participant spreadsheets. Research assistants performed these steps as described in the
procedural TA, which was stored with the participant sign-in sheet and script for obtaining
informed consent and introducing participants to the study task. Research assistants’ accuracy
following procedures for data collection and storage were assessed via participant and researchassistant permanent product (i.e., documents and files created during each study session).
Following each study day, the PI checked the consent forms, questionnaires, and participant
graph files to determine that they had been presented to participants, completed, and correctly
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labeled and saved. Participant filenames were checked for appropriate group assignment, and
the start and end times on the participant sign-in sheet were compared with timeslots recorded on
the online participant research pool system. Consent forms, graph files, and surveys were
collected for 100% of participants, and the conditions recorded in the graph file names and on
the end survey matched the appropriate randomly assigned conditions for 100% of participants.
Results
Prior to analyzing graphing performance data, participant responses from the learning
history and motivation and effort sections of the questionnaire were tested for significant
differences between TA conditions (see Appendix under Confound Testing). These analyses
were conducted to rule out the possibility that significant differences in graphing performance
could be accounted for by unequal distribution among TA conditions of participants with more
relevant learning experiences or greater motivation to complete the task. The distribution of
responses to these items were largely comparable between TA conditions, and no threats to
internal validity were identified; therefore, the following results can be attributed to the
manipulation of the independent variables (IVs).
Graphing Accuracy
Figure 4 presents the percentages of graph elements participants formatted correctly.
Data points represent individual participant accuracy scores and appear in darker shades where
data points overlap. The black horizontal lines within each group column represent mean
accuracy scores. The groups are presented in order from the lowest average accuracy (RSP, far
left) to the highest (ARO). The top section of Table 9 presents descriptive statistics for accuracy
by factor. The mean percentage of graph elements formatted correctly was compared between
groups using a two-way ANOVA. On average, participants who received descriptions and
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images of antecedents formatted a higher percentage of graph elements correctly (M = 81.0, SD
= 11.0) compared to those who did not receive them (M = 63.4, SD = 20.7). The main effect of
antecedents was statistically significant, F(1, 56) = 16.882, p < .001. The effect size was
calculated using partial Eta squared (  p2 ) which is standard for reporting the results of factorial
designs, and demonstrated a large effect size,  p2 = .232. No significant main effect was
observed for outcomes, F(1, 56) = 1.912, p = .172. No statistically significant interaction was
observed between antecedents and outcomes, F(1,56) = 0.201, p = .656. Pairwise comparisons
were made between groups based on 95% confidence intervals (CI) for each group mean (see
Table 9). Each group mean was compared to the CI for each other group. Groups with nonoverlapping means and CIs are indicated by the horizontal lines beneath the condition names in
Figure 4. On average, participants who received the AR and ARO TAs formatted a higher
percentage of graph elements correctly compared to those who received the RSP and RO
tutorials, p < .05. No significant differences were observed between any other two groups, p
> .05.
Instructional Yield. Task analysis effectiveness for producing academically significant
accuracy was assessed by calculating yield, defined as the percentage of participants to format at
least 80% of graph components correctly (Tyner & Fienup, 2015a). Figure 6 presents the
number of participants per group who met and failed to meet yield criteria for accuracy. Overall
yield for accuracy was the highest for participants who used the ARO TA (n = 12, 80.0% of
participants) and was the lowest for those who used the RSP TA (n = 2, 13.3% of participants).
An overall Chi-square test of association was conducted as an omnibus test to determine whether
the distribution of participants who met or exceeded the performance criterion was comparable
for all groups. A statistically significant association was observed between TA condition and
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yield for accuracy, χ2(3) = 14.133, p = .002. The effect size was measured by calculating the Phi
coefficient (φ), which indicated a strong association, φ =.485.
The proportion of participants per task analysis condition to meet the yield criterion was
visually analyzed to identify conditions for follow-up groupwise significance tests to account for
the significant difference observed in the test of association. Separate groupwise tests were
conducted using Chi-square tests of goodness-of-fit, which were calculated using expected
frequencies (fe) matching the percentage of the total sample to meet the yield criterion. Of all
participants, 30 (50%) met the yield criterion; therefore, the expected frequency of participants
per condition to meet and fail to meet the yield criterion was equal, fe = 7.5. The number of
participants who met the yield criterion in the RO (n = 7) and AR (n = 9) TAs was comparable to
this expected frequency. The number of participants who met the yield criterion was the smallest
for the RSP (n = 2) TA and the largest for the ARO (n = 12) TA; therefore, the proportion of
participants who met the yield criterion in the RSP and ARO conditions was compared to the
expected frequency by calculating individual Chi-square tests for goodness-of-fit. To prevent
inflating the chance of a Type-I error due to multiple testing, the alpha level (α = .05) was
adjusted using a Bonferroni procedure by dividing alpha by the number of tests conducted (k =
2); therefore, only p values smaller than α = .025 were considered statistically significant. The
proportion of participants who met the yield criterion for accuracy using the ARO TA was
significantly higher than expected, χ2(1) = 5.400, p = .020, and represented a moderate effect
size, φ =.300. The proportion of participants who met the yield criterion for accuracy using the
RSP TA was significantly lower than expected, χ2(1) = 8.067, p = .005, and represented a
moderately large effect size, φ =.367.
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Item Analysis of Graphing Accuracy. Table 8 presents the percentage of participant
graphs scored as correct on each checklist item per condition. Averages across items within each
section are also shown. The average percentage of participants correct ranged from 31.3 to 90.7
for the RSP TA, from 39.3 to 88.0 for the RO TA, from 58.0 to 96.0 for the AR TA, and from
60.0 to 99.0 for the ARO TA. On average, the ARO TA produced the highest percentage of
participants correct on five out of seven sections of the checklist, and in conjunction with the AR
TA produced the highest percentage of participants correct on one other section. The AR TA
produced the highest average percentage of participants correct on the remaining one section.
The RSP TA produced the lowest average percentage of participants correct on three of the
seven sections, and in conjunction with the RO TA produced the lowest percentage of
participants correct on one other. The RO TA produced the lowest average percentage of
participants correct on the remaining three sections. On average, 17.6% more participants were
correct per item when using a TA that presented antecedent stimuli (AR, ARO) compared to one
that did not (RSP, RO). Conversely, an average of 5.9% more participants were correct per item
when using a TA that presented outcome stimuli (RO, ARO) compared to one that did not (RSP,
AR).
Graphing Duration
Figure 5 presents the number of min participants spent on the task by TA condition. Data
points represent individual participant duration measures and appear darker shades where data
points overlap. Black horizontal bars in each column indicate group means. The bottom section
of Table 9 presents descriptive statistics for duration by factor. A statistically significant outlier
was detected via visual analysis of box plots and z-score analysis (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), x
= 118, z = 3.04, p = .001. This data point, however, was collected from a participant who
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reported little history using computers, graphing, and Excel. The value of the outlier was
therefore determined to represent a reasonable amount of time to expect novice learners to
require performing the task and was included in all analyses of duration. To avoid biasing the
results and reducing power due to the skewed distribution and unequal group variance caused by
the outlier, graphing duration was compared between groups using a robust nonparametric
ANCOVA (Wilcox, 1993). The number of graphs participants reported having previously made
was included as a covariate to factor out potential effects of previous graphing experience and
increase the power of the hypothesis test (see Appendix under Covariate Analysis for detailed
discussion). No significant main effects in graphing duration were observed for either
antecedents, F(1, 55) = 2.114, p = .152, or outcomes, F(1, 55) = 0.117, p = .734,. No statistically
significant interaction between antecedents and outcomes was observed for graphing duration,
F(1, 55) = 1.861, p = .178.
Duration and Yield. The relationship between yield for accuracy and the time to
complete the graph was visually analyzed using a cumulative record. Figure 7 presents the
number of participants (y-axis) per TA condition to complete the graph per 10-min interval (xaxis) with at least 80% of checklist items scored as correct. The data series for each TA
condition depicts the cumulative number of participants to complete the task in equal to or less
than the number of min indicated on the x-axis. Data points closer to the x-axis indicate that
those participants finished the graph in fewer min. Steeper slopes indicate that more participants
using that tutorial completed the graph during that same time bin. The AR tutorial is
characterized by the steepest slope with all participants who met the yield criterion completing
the graph in 60 or fewer min. The height of each data series on the y-axis represents the number
of participants who met the accuracy criterion. This graph illustrates a tradeoff between the AR
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and ARO tutorials in accuracy and duration. On average, participants using the AR tutorial
completed the task in 14.5 min fewer than those using the ARO tutorial; however, this difference
was not found to be statistically significant. Although most participants using the ARO tutorial
required longer durations compared to those using the AR tutorial, this difference was not
statistically significant; furthermore, the ARO TA produced the highest and least variable
accuracy and the highest yield compared to all other groups.
Social Validity
To measure the effects of presenting antecedent and outcome stimuli on social validity of
TA instruction, participant responses to the study-goals, instructional-methods, and skillsacquired sections were compared using separate two-way ANCOVAs. The number of graphs
previously made was included as a CV to statistically control for the effects of previous graphing
experience on participant responses (see Appendix for discussion). Responses to negatively
phrased items were reverse coded. Each participant’s numerical responses to were summed
across all Likert-style items in each section to produce one rating per participant.
Study Goals. Participant responses to questionnaire items regarding the study goals are
summarized in Table 3. No significant main effect was observed for agreement with study goals
for either antecedents F(1, 55) = 0.382, p = .539, or outcomes, F(1, 55) = 0.001, p = .973. No
statistically significant interaction between antecedents and outcomes was observed for
agreement with study goals, F(1,55) = 0.602, p = .441.
Instructional Methods. Participant responses to questionnaire items regarding the
instructional method used are summarized in Table 4. On average, participants who received
descriptions and images of antecedents replied with higher average agreement with statements
about the study methods (M = 30.8, SD = 3.8) compared to those who did not receive them (M =
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28.0, SD = 4.3). The main effect for antecedents on agreement with study methods was
statistically significant, F(1, 55) = 6.897, p = .011,  p2 = .111. No significant main effect of
outcomes was observed for agreement with study methods, F(1, 55) = 0.031, p = .861. No
statistically significant interaction between antecedents and outcomes was observed for
agreement with study methods, F(1,55) = 0.160, p = .691.
Graphing Skills Acquired. Participant responses to questionnaire items regarding
graphing skills acquired from using the TA are summarized in Table 5. No significant main
effects on statements about skills acquired were observed for either antecedents, F(1, 55) =
3.770, p = .057, or outcomes, F(1, 55) = 0.518, p = .475. No statistically significant interaction
between antecedents and outcomes was observed for agreement with statements about skills
acquired, F(1, 55) = 1.106, p = .298.
Item 9 of the outcomes section—participants’ expected percentage correct—was tested
separately using a two-way ANCOVA with the number of graphs previously made included as a
covariate. On average, participants who received descriptions and images of antecedents
assigned their graphs a higher expected percentage (M = 93.6, SD = 6.5) compared to those who
did not (M = 84.5, SD = 14.7). The main effect of antecedents was statistically significant, F(1,
55) = 9.761, p = .003,  p2 = .151. No significant main effect was observed for outcomes, F(1,
55) = 1.029, p = .315. No statistically significant interaction was observed between antecedents
and outcomes, F(1, 55) = 0.828, p = .367.
Discussion
This study compared the relative effects of supplementing TA instructions with
descriptions and images of antecedent stimuli and the outcomes of correctly completing chained
responses. The results specifically contribute to the existing literature regarding the effects of
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presenting instructional stimuli relevant to the three-term contingency of each step in a task
(Cuvo et al., 1992; Tyner & Fienup, 2015a). These results may also contribute to a more
conceptually systematic understanding of how instructional stimuli promote initial response
accuracy and facilitate subsequent skill acquisition. The results may also inform best practices
for TA instruction regarding what content is necessary and sufficient (Annett & Duncan, 1967)
for producing socially and academically significant performance.
The findings of this study suggest that instructions presenting antecedent task stimuli are
necessary for learner accuracy. The main effect of presenting antecedent stimuli was statistically
significant for graphing accuracy, which was nearly 18% higher among participants who
received a TA including antecedent stimuli. Although no significant main effect of outcome
stimuli on accuracy was observed, the proportion of participants who met the yield criterion was
significantly higher for participants who received both antecedent and outcomes (i.e., the ARO
TA, 80%). These findings suggest that presenting both antecedent and outcome stimuli in TA
instruction is more likely to produce academically significant performance. Although antecedent
stimuli are necessary for response accuracy, presenting them alone may be insufficient for some
learners to perform at academically significant levels. Conversely, outcome stimuli alone are
insufficient for prompting accurate responding, but may be necessary for some learners.
Visual analysis of the cumulative record in Figure 7 support the inference that presenting
both antecedent and outcome stimuli produce the most academically significant performance.
This graph illustrates the greater instructional efficacy as well as efficiency of the ARO TA
compared to the alternatives. Instructional efficiency refers to the ratio of academically
significant learning gains to the amount of instruction such as its duration or the number of trials
required (e.g., Fienup & Critchfield, 2010). Although the ARO TA included the most instruction
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in terms of words and images, learners did not require significantly more time to complete this
TA compared to those who used the others; however, these participants produced the most
accurate graphs and were significantly more likely to meet the yield criterion for academically
significant accuracy. “Academic significance” was defined in terms of accuracy rather than
duration, because instructions that require less time or fewer trials are not efficient if they
produce lower accuracy compared to other instructions that require more time but produce higher
accuracy. Errors committed during early acquisition stages may interfere with subsequent
response acquisition (McIlvane, 2013) delay or limit skill acquisition, and possibly lead to
escalating problem behavior (Richman et al., 2001). Figure 7 reveals an inverse relationship
between accuracy and duration for the AR and ARO TAs. On average, learners using the AR
TAs completed the graph in fewer minutes; however, fewer of those participants (n = 9) reached
academically significant levels of accuracy compared to those using the ARO TA (n = 12).
Therefore, to be optimally effective for the broadest range of learners, instructions should present
both antecedent and outcome stimuli.
Presenting antecedent stimuli in TA instruction is also supported by the results of the
social validity data. On average, participants who received a TA including antecedent stimuli
expressed greater agreement with positive statements and less agreement with negative
statements about the effectiveness and utility of the instructions. This finding may suggest that
including antecedent stimuli in TA instruction provides a better learning experience by
facilitating accuracy, minimizing frustration, and by better maintaining learner attention, among
other possible effects (see Table 1Table 4 for questionnaire items). Task analyses that presented
antecedent stimuli also produced significantly higher average self-assessment. This finding may
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suggest that presenting antecedent stimuli in TA instruction improves learners’ confidence in
their performance.
The Role of Instructional Stimuli
This study may contribute to a better understanding of how presenting antecedent and
outcome stimuli influences responding to instructions. In general, contrived prompts such as TA
instruction instantiate initial discrete responses and expose learners to the SDs and consequences
that are naturally present while performing the task. Complex behavior chains are composed of a
multitude of smaller chains and minute component behaviors. For example, the section for
lifting the y-axis off of the x-axis in all TAs tested in this study contained 25 individual directive
statements; however, many of these statements required multiple mouse clicks and key presses,
among other responses. Even a single mouse click requires chaining movements of the head and
eyes, movement of the arm to position the cursor, and movement of the finger to depress the
mouse button. Each of these component responses operates within the three-term contingency,
and the consequence of each one serves as the antecedent for the next: Head and eye movements
locate the target; seeing the target is both a consequence to those movements and an antecedent
for extending one’s arm to position the cursor over the target; and having the cursor over the
target is both a consequence to the arm movement and an antecedent to pressing the mouse
button.
The first component of this sequence—head and eye movements—is an example of an
observing response and may account for some of the efficacy of TA instruction for instantiating
initial responses and promoting subsequent skill acquisition. Observing responses are integral to
the three-term contingency, and have been defined as “any response that determines stimulus
reception” (Adams, 1966, p. 176). Head and eye movements orienting to or seeking a given
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stimulus increases the likelihood that a stimulus will enter the visual field where its salience will
be maximized. Observing responses are prerequisite for discrimination and responding to
environmental stimuli, and the accuracy of observing responses may determine the extent to
which the observed stimulus acquires control (Dinsmoor, 1985); thus, instructional stimuli that
facilitate observing responses are likely to promote the acquisition of behavior chains by
increasing the stimulus control by the task stimuli they depict. Fluent performance is impossible
without the development of control by the stimuli with which one must interact to complete a
task. For example, unfamiliarity with the location of controls in a vehicle is likely to impair
driver performance (and potentially safety). Likewise, unfamiliarity with the settings and
conditions in which a client tends to engage in problem behavior or with reliable precursor
behaviors is likely to interfere with the integrity with which a clinician delivers a treatment plan.
In sum, TA instruction may prompt prerequisite observing responses, increase their accuracy by
enhancing the salience of relevant task stimuli, and bridge gaps between each response in the
task until naturally interlocking contingencies are learned.
The antecedent and outcome stimuli manipulated in this study likely affected responding
in different ways. According to Skinner (1968), instructions prime responses that are not yet
under the control of environmental contingencies, and features of the task acquire control when
responses are reinforced in their presence. Antecedent stimuli in this study corresponded with
the static state of the software interface preceding instructed responses. These stimuli may have
prompted and enhanced the accuracy of observing responses and simplified matching between
instructional and task stimuli. More accurate observing responses may produce more accurate
discrete responses to the naturally present antecedent stimuli and lead to more accurate task
completion. This would in turn provide greater contact with naturally reinforcing contingencies
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independent of instruction or programmed consequences such as instructor praise. Therefore, an
observing-response account of TA efficacy accounts for both the effects of antecedent stimuli on
graphing accuracy and social validity measures, as richer schedules of reinforcement during
instruction may increase learners’ assessment of that instruction method.
Conversely, outcome stimuli may have enabled learners to better discriminate whether
their responses were actually correct; however, this could have different effects for accurate and
inaccurate responses. Skinner (1968) argued that “being right” (p. 156) is inherently reinforcing
and stated that confirmation of the accuracy of one’s own responses “should be a synonym for
reinforcement” (p. 208). Outcome stimuli in this study corresponded with the permanent product
following smaller behavior chains, assuming the learner completes responses as instructed.
Thus, correspondence between a learner’s product and the exemplar outcome may function as
reinforcement for correct responses, and lack of correspondence may function as punishment for
incorrect responses.
Skinner (1968) also described how the permanent product of another individual’s
behavior can evoke duplicative responses; therefore, disconfirmation of accuracy may have
prompted comparison and self-corrective responses such as reviewing previous instruction, using
the Undo button in Excel, and repeating previous steps. In contrast to the response-facilitating
effects of antecedent stimuli, comparative and corrective responses constitute greater response
effort, and—assuming a learner discriminates an error—lacking sufficient instruction,
subsequent attempts to correct it may be ineffective or even cause additional errors. The effects
of presenting outcome stimuli in TA instruction are moderated by numerous factors of learner
behavior and ability, including whether the learner compared the exemplar graph presented in the
instructions with their own product, discriminated their error, reviewed the previous instructions,
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attempted to correct the error, and whether that attempt was successful. Each of these factors
represents a conditional probability that may determine whether outcome stimuli improve or
potentially degrade final task accuracy. These factors may account for the higher degree of
variability observed in the RO condition (SD = 24%) compared to all others (Range of SD from 8
to 17%) as well as for lower accuracy in the RO condition on some sections of the checklist (see
Table 8) compared to the RSP condition (e.g., the data series and axes, items 1 through 12).
Participants in the RO condition were able to evaluate their accuracy, but their initial and
corrective responses may have lacked sufficient guidance due to the absence of antecedent
stimuli, which may have caused wider dispersion of group accuracy scores. Comparative and
corrective responses also require greater response effort, which may be compounded by
ineffective instruction, and could negatively affect whether a learner uses and benefits from the
presentation of outcome stimuli. Furthermore, for learners with greater skills deficits, attempting
to correct an error may cause the commission of even more errors. Conversely, antecedent
stimuli presented in the AR condition guided responses, but participants were unable to evaluate
their accuracy. This interpretation may account for the seemingly inconsistent findings for
accuracy and yield. The higher mean percentage correct produced by the AR TA compared to
the RSP and RO TAs could be accounted for by the response-guiding effects of antecedent
stimuli; however, yield for the AR TA was comparable to expected frequencies. That the ARO
TA produced the highest yield may be attributable to the combination of both antecedent and
outcome stimuli: antecedent stimuli promote initial accuracy, outcome stimuli prompt
assessment of one’s product, and antecedent stimuli are again available to support corrective
responses.
Implications for ABA Instruction
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Task analysis instruction may increase learner accuracy by facilitating stimulus control
over the instructed response by the naturally occurring stimuli. Instructional control is
commonly discussed in terms of the stimulus control over a learner’s behavior by instructional
stimuli and engineered contingencies. Effective instruction for ABA interventions involves the
same process. Fluently delivering an ABA intervention requires reliable stimulus control over
the clinician’s responses by the learner’s behavior and accurate discrimination between the target
and non-target behaviors. In this sense, errors of omission (e.g., not delivering a reinforcer when
it should be delivered; St. Peter Pipkin, Vollmer, & Sloman, 2010) represent a failure of stimulus
control by the target behavior, and errors of commission (e.g., delivering a reinforcer when it
should not be delivered) represent stimulus control by a client’s behavior that should act as an Sdelta (SΔ). Improving instructional effectiveness for ABA interventions may enhance stimulus
control over a clinician’s behavior by the occurrence of the client’s target behavior and
presumably increase treatment integrity and facilitate socially significant behavior change (St.
Peter Pipkin, et al.; Wilder, Atwell, & Wine, 2006). Similarly, developing more effective TAs to
guide researchers’ implementation of experimental protocol or instructions for participants’
completion of study tasks may also increase the validity of results by reducing variability caused
by instructional artifacts (i.e., Radonjić & Brainard, 2016). In these contexts, efforts to improve
the efficacy of existing instructions have implications beyond the outcomes of the immediate
learner.
To better assess the impact of TA instruction in applied settings, future research on ABA
instruction may consider analyzing the effects of ABA instruction and clinician skill acquisition
on subsequent client behavior change. Research has demonstrated the relation between
instructional stimuli and clinician accuracy and between treatment integrity and client behavior
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change, yet the impact of instructions for ABA practitioners on client behavior change is largely
left to inference. Understanding how the effects of instructional manipulations perpetuate in
applied settings may inform decisions about the necessity of instructional materials, margins of
acceptance for practitioner accuracy, and the amount of time and resources to invest in the
development of staff instruction. For example, the yield criterion for accuracy in this study was
based on criteria used in previous research and subjective values for college-level instruction;
however, acceptable performance for staff training procedures may be informed by the effects of
treatment integrity failures on client behavior (e.g., Wilder et al., 2006) and social validity
measures of that behavior. Future research might demonstrate such relations through parametric
analysis of the effects of instructional efficacy on the acquisition and maintenance of a
clinician’s skill and the subsequent impact on client progress.
Limitations and Future Research
This study demonstrates the effects of presenting antecedent and outcome stimuli on
graphing accuracy during the first use of the instructions. First-use accuracy is relevant to a wide
array of tasks, such as those that must be performed a single time (e.g., assembling furniture at
home), that are potentially dangerous (e.g., using power tools), or that are performed so
infrequently that skill acquisition is delayed or the steps forgotten (e.g., using tax-filing
software). Testing first-use accuracy provides a rigorous analysis of the immediate instructional
clarity and the ability of naïve learners to perform the steps as described the first time they are
presented; however, the effects of presenting antecedent and outcome stimuli on other
dimensions of learner outcomes, such as generalization and maintenance of acquired skills,
remains a question for future research. If behavioral outcomes beyond first-use accuracy are
relevant, alternative measures of learning may be more appropriate, such as the percentage of
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opportunities correct, the number of trials to mastery, or the cumulative number of accurate
performances (Haring & Kennedy, 1988). The effects of manipulations to TA instruction on
performance across repeated trials may differ from those observed on a learners’ first use.
Future analyses should investigate instructional variables that affect additional behavioral DVs
including eventual fluency, maintenance, and generalization.
Similarly, this study did not explicitly demonstrate changes in learner performance
produced by instruction, only that performance was better for learners who received specific
antecedent and outcome stimuli. The lack of a pretest is a limitation in this study; however,
pretesting poses a risk of learning effects and participant frustration while attempting to complete
the task without instruction. No significant differences in previous experience or skills were
found between groups based on their responses to the learning-history section of the end survey.
The nonsignificant differences in the majority of learning-history items and motivation scale
scores indicate that differences between groups can be attributed to the effects of the IV.
Although average agreement with Item 5 (I have learned similar skills) was significantly higher
for participants using the RSP TA compared to those using the ARO TA, this difference is
unlikely to have affected observed learning outcomes, and if did, it could be assumed to have
increased performance in the RSP condition, potentially masking existing treatment effects. It is
therefore not a threat to internal validity, because a significant difference was still observed
between these groups. Future research may consider conducting more formal, behavioral
assessment or administering a validated scale to estimate general computer proficiency, such as
aptitude tests delivered in human resources settings and for student placement (e.g., Bunz, Curry,
& Voon, 2007). Such methods may provide more accurate measurement of preexisting skills
and enable more valid control methodology, such as matching participants between groups based
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on computer-fluency scores. Doing so may effectively increase study power for determining
statistical significance of smaller treatment effects.
Another limitation of this study is that task performance was measured using permanent
product. In some instances, it is impossible to determine which step a learner was performing
when an error occurred. In such cases, assessment of permanent product is limited to
determining which instructional stimuli tend to produce better outcomes for most learners;
however it is dissociated from the instructional and task stimuli present when those errors occur.
Other assessment measures may enable more rigorous analysis of instructional efficacy. Future
research may consider using screen recording software or eye-tracking hardware for a more
stringent and behavioral analysis of the relationship between instructional stimuli and task
performance. Quantifying and analyzing data produced by these methods tend to require a high
level of response effort, which may be offset if the task is known or expected to be error-prone,
errors are costly (Annett & Duncan, 1967), dangerous, or time-consuming to remediate, or if
instructions are being developed for long-term and widespread use by many learners.
Future research should also explore alternative experimental methods for analyzing the
relation between instructional stimuli and learner outcomes. For example, errors committed
earlier during instruction may cause a cascade of errors that are unrelated to instructional
efficacy. Selecting an incorrect range of cells on the spreadsheet when inserting a graph may
omit one or the other data series, and inserting an incorrect graph type may invalidate the
instructions for formatting the axes later. To control for the effects of compounding errors,
future research may consider dividing instruction into separate sections and providing
participants with graphs to modify according to each instructional unit. Each graph would be
accurately constructed to the point that each section begins, analogous to a backward-chaining
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procedure to ensure that all participants begin each section with equal possibility of achieving
100% accuracy. This method could also be used similarly to a Solomon four-group design
(Meltzoff, 2010) with repeated measures. Pretest measures could be taken on a single or small
subset of the divided sections. For example, a participant might first be required to insert
condition labels into a premade graph without instruction, and then proceed to complete each
section of the TA on separate premade graphs. Testing separate behavior chains with fewer steps
may effectively limit participant frustration and the risk of learning effects, and learning effects
could be further controlled by counterbalancing which TA sections are pretested across
participants. The sequence with which participants complete each section could also be
counterbalanced for further control. Performance differences between pre- and posttest sections
could be used to compare baseline skill between treatment groups and could inform inferences
about learning outcomes for the entire task. This method and potentially others may provide
valid and robust analyses of the effects of instructional stimuli throughout the entire task
sequence.
This study compared the effects of presenting descriptions and images of antecedent
stimuli to discrete responses and the outcomes of correctly completing whole behavior chains;
however, antecedent and outcome stimuli may be defined or classified in different ways.
Operational definitions are integral to a technology of behavior (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968),
and are largely responsible for intervention efficacy. Presenting instructional stimuli to which
the definitions used in this study do not apply will likely produce different results. Definitions of
antecedent and outcome stimuli could validly include a number of verbal and nonverbal stimuli
intentionally omitted from the TAs tested in this study. The definitions used in this study were
selected in part due to the nature of behavior chains: the consequence of one response is
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simultaneously the antecedent of the next response; therefore, TA instruction that presents
images and descriptions of both antecedents and outcomes of a response potentially confounds
an experimental manipulation attempting to expose participants to one but not the other. For
example, outcome stimuli presented in this study did not include stimulus changes to the
appearance of the software GUI, such as changes in the appearance of the Excel ribbon, buttons,
or menu screens. Although programmed software interactions—such as highlighting of text or
color changes or marks appearing in boxes when clicked—are technically consequences of the
user’s responses, images of such stimuli often have very high correspondence before and after a
response. It is impossible to present antecedent stimuli for a discrete response without also
showing the outcome of that same discrete response. Similarly, showing the permanent product
antecedent to a response inherently confounds presentations of the outcomes of the response on
the permanent product. Therefore, this study did not test the effects of subsidizing TA
instruction with descriptions and images of the permanent product prior to responding, such as
the presence of gridlines or absence of axis labels, or the effects of presenting outcomes of
discrete responses, such as programmed software interactions. Future research could directly
extend the present findings by testing the effects of these variables on learner performance.
Conclusion
Task analysis instruction is an antecedent stimulus intended to promote correct
responding during initial skill acquisition. Task analysis instruction is widely used in ABA and
other fields, and is an integral component of a wide range of research and applications. This
study represents a step towards implementing TA instruction as a behavioral technology. This
study provides a conceptually systematic account of how TA instruction instantiates initial
responding and facilitates response acquisition. Specifically, the present findings may be
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accounted for by a detailed analysis of the operant contingencies present while using TA
instructions. Presenting antecedent stimuli may increase learner accuracy by facilitating
observing responses that facilitate stimulus discrimination. The level of correspondence between
the instructional and task stimuli may also facilitate identity matching between the instructional
stimuli and those that are naturally present while completing the task. Conversely, presenting
outcomes of correct responses may function by prompting comparative and corrective responses;
however, this effect depends on a number of factors including whether learners review outcome
stimuli, detect their errors, and then attempt and are able to make corrections. Comparative and
corrective responses that may be prompted by outcome stimuli also require greater response
effort to perform, and their impact on overall performance depends on the accuracy of the
attempt to correct. Overall, this interpretation accounts for the relative and combined effects of
antecedents and outcomes, and suggests that presenting antecedent stimuli is necessary for
accurate responding but may be insufficient for some learners. Therefore, TA instruction should
present both antecedent and outcome stimuli to optimize instructional efficacy for the broadest
population of learners.
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Appendix
Supporting Statistical Analyses
Confound Testing
Learning History. Questionnaire data regarding relevant previous learning, experience,
and skills were analyzed to test for an unequal distribution of graphing skill between TA
conditions. Independent Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVAs were calculated for each of the eight
learning history items on the questionnaire. Participant responses and the results of each test are
summarized Table 2. An overall significant difference was found for Item 5, I have learned
similar skills in the past, χ2(3) = 8.34, p = .040. Pairwise comparisons were conducted using a
Dunn’s procedure with a Bonferroni adjustment. Average agreement with this statement was
significantly higher among participants who used the RSP TA (Median = 3, Range = 4)
compared to those using the ARO TA (Median = 2, Range = 4), p = .002. No other tests or
comparisons were statistically significant for any of the remaining learning history items, p
> .05.
The significant difference between the RSP and ARO conditions is not considered a
threat to internal validity. Participants who received less effective instructions (RSP) reported
greater history learning similar skills compared to participants who received more effective
instructions (ARO). Assuming that this difference in self-reported learning history could have
affected participant graphing performance, more previous experience learning similar skills
would have presumably increased average group graphing accuracy scores. If this were the case,
the effect size of the experimental manipulation between the RSP and ARO conditions would
have been reduced. Because a significant difference was still observed between the RSP and
ARO conditions, either the difference in reported learning history did not affect graphing
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accuracy scores, or the effect size of the experimental manipulation on graphing accuracy
between these two groups was actually larger than observed. Thus, this observation could only
increase confidence in the reported effects of the experimental manipulation between these two
groups. Nevertheless, this issue receives further attention in the Limitations and Future Research
section of the Discussion.
Motivation and Effort Scale. Data from the motivation section of the questionnaire was
analyzed to rule out the possibility that an unequal distribution of participants who reported
having higher motivation to complete the task could have affected aggregate group performance.
Because motivation by nature is a construct, the items in this section were statistically validated
prior to any analyses. An exploratory factor analysis using the Principal Axis Factoring (PAF)
extraction method indicated that all items loaded onto a single factor that accounted for 55.58%
of variance in participants’ ratings. The number of factors that items load onto represents the
number of discrete constructs measured by the items in a scale; therefore, this result indicates
that all items in the motivation section measured the same construct, and that participant
responses were consistent across most items. The internal consistency of items in the scale was
then optimized using Cronbach’s alpha to individually exclude items with the least consistency,
in order to improve the construct validity of final scores produced by the scale. Two of the
original items were excluded, resulting in a total of five items with Cronbach’s alpha = .890,
indicating that the scale has very high internal consistency and is therefore likely to be a valid
measure of the construct the items were intended to measure.
Participant responses to the motivation and effort scale items are summarized in Table 6.
Final motivation scores were calculated by summing responses to the validated motivation scale
items (labeled “Included”) for each participant. An independent Kruskal-Wallis one-way
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ANOVA was calculated to test for differences in summed motivation scores between groups.
No significant differences were observed in motivation scores, χ2(3) = 4.701, p = .195.
Motivation and effort exerted to complete a task may be a relevant construct for other
research. Published scales provide standardized measures that facilitate interpretation,
comparison, and aggregation of data reported from multiple studies, such as in meta-analyses;
however, developing, validating, and refining a psychometric scale requires resources, a large
number of participants, and complex data analysis. The factor analysis reported here provides
strong evidence of the validity of the scale, and the items are written in general enough terms that
they may be adapted with similarly high reliability as was reported in this study. For example,
this scale may be useful for similar confound testing, as a DV in interventions attempting to
affect participant motivation.
Covariate Analysis
Covariates are variables that tend to covary with the DV and therefore may account for
some proportion of the variability of the data. For this reason, CVs are commonly added to
analysis of variance (ANOVA) in a procedure known as analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to
factor out variability that could be attributed to the CV (Huitema, 2011). This adjustment
effectively increases the power of the statistical test, making it more sensitive to existing effects
of the IV.
The number of graphs participants reported having made in Excel was included as a
covariate (CV) in significance testing for duration. Previous graphing experience is an
individual difference that may be responsible for observed variability in performance. Even
when such differences are equally distributed among experimental groups, the variability they
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cause in performance measures may decrease statistical power by increasing the extent to which
each group’s distributions of DVs overlap.
Covariate Assessment. The number of graphs previously made in Excel demonstrated a
moderate negative overall Spearman correlation, rs(58) = -0.41, p = .001, with graphing duration,
indicating its potential to account for some variability in duration unrelated to the IV
manipulation. The number of graphs made was not included as a CV in the analysis of accuracy,
because it demonstrated an overall nonsignificant Spearman correlation with accuracy scores,
rs(58) = 0.004, p = .759; therefore, the number of graphs previously made was unlikely to
improve the power of the hypothesis test conducted on accuracy data. Furthermore, a significant
interaction was observed between antecedents (factor A) and the number of graphs made, F(1,
53) = 4.915, p = .031, indicating that the number of graphs made failed to meet the assumption
of homogeneity of regression slopes (i.e., the assumption that the effects of the IV were
consistent across levels of the CV). Failing to meet this assumption may inflate the chance of
committing a Type-I error (Culpepper & Aguinis, 2011), which further invalidated the use of the
number of graphs made as a CV in the analysis of graphing accuracy; however, this finding is of
potential interest, as it may suggest that the effects of presenting antecedents in TA instruction
are more effective with more experienced learners.
Significant Effects on Graphing Performance. The ANCOVA simultaneously
performs significance tests for the CV as the effects of the IV are tested. The ANCOVA results
for the duration analysis demonstrated a significant main effect of the number of graphs
previously made on graphing duration, F(1, 55) = 13.653, p = .001,  p2 = .698. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, this finding indicates that participants who reported having previously
constructed more graphs required less time to complete the graph in this study. A significant
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main effect of the number of graphs previously made was also observed on participant responses
to social validity items about graphing skills acquired using the TA, F(1, 55) = 10.670, p = .002,
 p2 = .162. This finding shows that participants who reported having previously constructed

more graphs were more likely to agree with positive statements and were less likely to agree with
negative statements about the effects of the tutorial on their graphing skills. This may simply
suggest that learners with previous experience are more likely to perceive the benefits of
instruction. No other significant effects of the CV were observed.
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Table 1. Participant Pool Demographics
Participant Pool Demographics
Gender

%

Female

63.5

Male

36.5

Age
18-19
20-21

48.1
25.8

22-23

10.2

24-25

6.0

26-35

6.7

Over 35

3.3

Keyboard Typing Skills
Has Basic Typing Skills
Lacks Basic Typing Skills

99.2
0.8

Can Touch Type

73.3

Cannot Touch Type

26.7

Note. Data regarding all individuals composing the research participant pool from which
participants in this study were recruited.
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Table 2. Previous Learning History
Previous Learning History
RSP
Section / Item
Course History

RO

AR

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

ARO
M
SD

χ2(3)

p

1.

How many
computer science
courses have you
completed?

0.3

0.8

1.3

2.7

0.3

0.8

0.6

1.6

1.51

ns

2.

Count of relevant
courses reported
having taken.

0.3

0.6

0.1

0.3

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.4

1.50

ns

3.

How many college
courses have you
successfully
completed?

16.7

11.6

12.0

10.5

17.3

11.3

14.3

9.2

2.35

ns

3.3

1.0

3.3

0.5

3.1

1.1

2.9

1.0

2.00

ns

3.7

1.3

3.0

1.4

3.3

1.2

2.4

0.9

8.34

0.04

Computer and Graphing Skills
4.

5.

Please rate your
overall computer
skills.
I have learned
similar skills in
the past.

6.

Count of similar
skills reported
having learned in
the past.

2.0

1.1

1.5

0.9

2.1

0.9

1.9

0.9

2.72

ns

7.

How often do you
use Excel?

2.3

1.3

1.9

0.8

2.3

1.0

1.7

0.8

4.54

ns

8.

Number of graphs
previously made
in Excel.

5.5

4.3

4.1

4.5

4.9

3.7

3.8

4.1

2.20

ns

Group Total

34.0

27.1

33.6

27.7

Note. Item 1 presented a list of numbers from 1 to 10 and an option for 11 or more. Item 2
presented a checklist of courses in ABA, research methods, and statistics offered through the
Psychology program on campus. These responses were analyzed by counting the number of
courses checked per participant. Item 3 included the following response categories: (a) 0 to 4,
(b) 5 to 9, (c) 10 to 14, (d) 15 to 19, (e) 20 to 24, (f) 25 to 29, and (g) 30 or more. Responses
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were scored according to the midpoint of the option range; e.g., a = 3, b = 7, c = 12, etc. Option
(g) 30 or more, was entered as 32 for consistency. Item 4 involved a scale from 1 (Novice) to 5
(Expert). Item 5 involved a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). Item 6
provided a checklist including options for (a) computer skills, (b) graphing, (c) data analysis,
and (d) other, including a space for an open-ended response. Written responses were evaluated
by the PI for relevance, and the number of items checked was counted per participant. Item 7
involved a scale from 1 (Never) to 5 (Daily). Item 8 presented a list of numbers from 1 to 10 and
an option for 11 or more. Significant findings are indicated by a p value, and are discussed in
the Appendix under Confound Testing. Nonsignificant results are indicated by ns.
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Table 3. Social Validity Responses, Study Goals
Social Validity Responses, Study Goals

Item

RSP
M
SD

RO
M
SD

AR
M

SD

ARO
M
SD

1.

Graphing is important to
learn.

4.13

0.92

4.00

0.93

4.20

1.01

4.07

0.80

2.

Graphing is a useful skill.

4.60

0.74

4.60

0.74

4.47

0.74

4.53

0.74

3.

Graphing is relevant to
my coursework.

4.40

0.91

4.13

0.99

4.27

0.96

4.20

1.01

4.

Graphing is relevant to
my future career.

4.00

1.00

3.67

1.23

3.67

1.18

3.93

1.10

5.

This is not a necessary
skill. (reverse-coded)

3.93

1.22

4.13

1.06

4.27

1.10

4.00

1.13

6.

College grads should be
able to graph
independently.

3.47

1.25

3.13

1.19

3.20

0.94

3.60

0.83

7.

I wish I were better at this
skill.

4.33

0.62

3.60

1.12

3.20

0.94

3.80

1.08

8.

I hope to have more
opportunities to learn
graphing.

3.93

0.96

3.87

0.99

3.33

0.72

3.53

1.30

9.

I hope I have more
opportunities to learn
Excel.

3.87

0.92

4.00

0.93

3.83

0.84

3.67

1.23

Total
M
SD

36.67
4.07
0.34

35.13
3.90
0.41

34.43
3.83
0.50

35.33
3.93
0.32

Note. Social validity data collected on the questionnaire regarding the extent to which
participants agreed with statements about the study goals. Item 5 was reverse coded before
analysis. Responses were summed to produce a single score for each participant. The “Total”
row represents the average summed score per group. The M row represents the average response
to each item per group.
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Table 4. Social Validity Responses, Instructional Methods
Social Validity Responses, Instructional Methods

Item

RSP
M
SD

RO

AR

ARO

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

1.

This tutorial was
helpful.

4.33

0.90

4.13

0.83

4.27

0.80

4.53

0.64

2.

This tutorial was
interesting.

3.53

1.36

3.33

1.11

4.07

0.80

3.67

1.40

3.

I would have
preferred to use a
different method
to learn. (Reverse
coded)

2.87

1.36

3.80

1.08

4.20

0.94

4.27

0.70

4.

This tutorial was
frustrating.
(Reverse coded)

3.27

0.96

3.13

1.30

3.93

0.80

4.47

0.64

5.

I would
recommend this
tutorial to other
students studying
psychology.

3.27

1.33

3.67

0.68

3.93

0.99

3.87

1.00

6.

I would like to use
this tutorial if I
ever need to make
a graph in the
future.

3.67

1.40

4.07

0.70

4.33

0.82

4.07

0.96

7.

This tutorial
maintained my
attention.

3.87

1.06

3.80

1.01

3.83

0.99

3.80

1.15

Total
M
SD

17.27
3.45
0.55

18.07
3.61
0.39

20.40
4.08
0.15

20.80
4.16
0.38

Note. Social validity data collected on the questionnaire regarding the extent to which
participants agreed with statements about the instructional method received. Items 3 and 4 were
reverse coded before analysis. Responses were summed to produce a single score for each
participant. The “Total” row represents the average summed score per group. The M row
represents the average response to each item per group. Results are presented in text.
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Table 5. Social Validity Responses, Graphing Skills Acquired
Social Validity Responses, Graphing Skills Acquired

Item

RSP
M
SD

RO

AR

M

SD

M

SD

ARO
M
SD

1.

I can now perform
this skill without
instructions.

2.67

1.23

3.20

1.15

3.47

0.92

2.93

1.10

2.

I did not learn
anything from this
tutorial. (Reverse
coded)

4.47

0.83

4.20

0.86

4.27

0.70

4.67

0.49

3.

My performance was
exceptional.

2.87

0.99

3.00

0.53

3.33

0.98

3.40

0.91

4.

I could accurately
recreate the graph
without the tutorial.

2.20

1.21

2.60

1.40

3.00

0.93

2.73

0.96

5.

I learned a great deal
from this tutorial.

3.60

1.06

3.73

0.88

3.93

0.80

3.67

1.18

6.

I could teach others
how to create the
same graph.

2.80

1.08

2.73

1.28

3.13

1.19

2.93

0.96

7.

I could perform this
task in the future if I
needed to.
I would submit the
graph I just made to
my professor.

3.27

1.10

3.33

1.18

3.53

0.83

3.20

1.26

2.60

1.24

3.27

1.44

3.80

1.15

3.67

0.90

8.

Total
M
SD

24.47
3.06
0.71

Item

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

81.87

15.26

87.07

14.14

93.67

6.61

93.53

6.56

9.

What grade (out of
100%) do you think
you would earn?

26.07
3.26
0.52

28.47
3.56
0.42

27.20
3.40
0.62

Note. Social validity data collected on the questionnaire regarding the extent to which
participants agreed with statements about their skills acquired. Item 2 was reverse coded before
analysis. Responses to Items 1 through 8 were summed to produce a single score for each
participant. The “Total” row represents the average summed score per group. The M row
represents the average response to each item per group. Results are presented in text.
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Table 6. Motivation and Effort Scale
Motivation and Effort Scale

Included Items

RSP
M
SD

RO

AR

M

SD

M

SD

ARO
M
SD

1.

I gave this task my
full attention.

4.67

0.49

4.33

1.05

4.13

0.83

4.67

0.49

2.

I tried my best to
complete this task.

4.93

0.26

4.47

0.92

4.47

0.64

4.80

0.41

3.

I wanted to succeed
at this task.

4.87

0.35

4.60

0.74

4.33

0.72

4.60

0.63

4.

I wanted to learn
how to construct the
graph correctly.

4.67

0.72

4.13

0.92

4.27

0.88

4.60

0.51

5.

I wanted to do well
at this task.

4.60

0.63

4.20

0.77

4.13

0.92

4.40

1.12

Total
M
SD
Mean Rank
Excluded Items

23.73
4.75
0.14
36.33

21.73
4.35
0.19
27.00

21.33
4.27
0.14
24.8

23.07
4.61
0.14
36.33

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

6.

I just wanted to
finish so I could
leave. (Reverse
coded)

2.07

0.96

2.73

1.22

2.80

1.08

2.53

1.13

7.

I did not care how
well I performed.
(Reverse coded)

1.40

0.63

1.80

1.21

1.73

0.80

1.80

1.01

Note. Social validity data collected on the questionnaire regarding the extent to which
participants agreed with the study goals. Items 6 and 7 were reverse coded before analysis.
Responses to Items 1 through 5 were summed to produce a single score for each participant. The
“Total” row represents the average summed score per group. The M row represents the average
response to each item per group.
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Table 7. Tutorial Characteristics
Tutorial Characteristics
Instruction Provided

RSP

RO

AR

ARO

Response Sequence

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Antecedent Stimuli (factor A)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Outcome Stimuli (factor B)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Section

Slides

Images

Slides

Images

Slides

Images

Slides

Images

Creating the Data Table
Inserting the Graph
Formatting the Default Graph
Resizing the Graph
Formatting the Data Series
Editing the Chart & Axis Titles
Formatting the X-Axis
Formatting the Y-Axis
Inserting Phase-Change Lines
Inserting Condition Labels
Copying and Pasting the Graph

7
4
6
5
10
8
7
10
11
3
3

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
5
8
5
15
9
7
16
15
4
4

4
2
4
3
11
10
4
8
9
2
1

7
4
6
5
10
8
7
10
11
3
3

6
7
11
11
22
11
18
19
25
6
7

8
5
8
5
15
9
7
16
15
4
4

9
9
15
14
33
21
22
27
34
8
8

Total

74

1

96

58

74

143

96

200

Note. Data regarding characteristics of each tutorial. The top headings provide the abbreviations
for the four TA conditions: responses (RSP), response-outcomes (RO), antecedent-responses
(AR), and antecedent-response-outcome (ARO). The top section of the table presents indicates
what details were provided in each TA, and the lower section indicates the number of total
instructional slides images per tutorial section.
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Table 8. Percentage of Participants to Format each Checklist Item Correctly
Percentage of Participants to Format each Checklist Item Correctly
Condition
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Section

Graph Element

Data Series

Data Source
Series Disconnected across Conditions
Baseline Data Series Formatting, Lines
Baseline Data Series Formatting, Data Points
Baseline Data Series, Location in Plot Area
Treatment Data Series Formatting, Lines
Treatment Data Series Formatting, Data Points
Number of Items
M
SD

8
9
10
11
12

Axes

X-Axis Scale and Number Labels
X-Axis Tick Marks
Y-Axis Scale and Number Labels
Y-Axis Tick Marks
Y-Axis Raised above X-Axis
Number of Items
M
SD

13
14
15
16
17
18

Axis & Chart Titles

X-Axis Title, Formatting & Accuracy
X-Axis Title, Placement
Y-Axis Title, Formatting & Accuracy
Y-Axis Title, Placement
Chart Title, Placement
Chart Title, Formatting & Accuracy

RO

AR

ARO

Key

93.3
100.0
93.3
80.0
93.3
93.3

80.0
93.3
80.0
80.0
100.0
73.3

100.0
100.0
86.7
86.7
100.0
86.7

100.0
93.3
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

0.0
6.7
13.3
20.0
26.7
33.3

80.0
7
90.5
7.6

80.0
7
83.8
9.3

86.7
7
92.4
7.1

100.0
7
99.0
2.5

40.0

86.7
80.0
93.3
100.0

86.7
86.7
100.0
80.0

93.3
100.0
86.7
100.0

100.0
100.0
80.0
93.3

66.7
73.3
80.0
86.7

93.3
5
90.7
7.6

86.7
5
88.0
7.3

100.0
5
96.0
6.0

100.0
5
94.7
8.7

93.3

80.0
20.0
60.0
40.0
80.0

53.3
66.7
60.0
80.0
53.3

100.0
80.0
93.3
86.7
66.7

86.7
73.3
80.0
100.0
86.7

73.3
6

66.7
6

100.0
6

100.0
6

46.7
53.3
60.0

100.0
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Number of Items

RSP
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Item

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Graph Element

RSP

RO

AR

ARO

Axis & Chart Titles, continued

M

58.9

63.3

87.8

87.8

SD

24.4

10.1

12.9

10.7

Consistency
Vertical Placement
Formatting & Spelling
Centered above Baseline 1
Centered above Treatment 1
Centered above Baseline 2
Centered above Treatment 2

33.3
26.7
46.7
26.7
33.3
40.0

73.3
73.3
86.7
46.7
86.7
80.0

100.0
73.3
86.7
33.3
73.3
73.3

100.0
86.7
100.0
46.7
73.3
80.0

33.3
7
34.3
7.1

80.0
7
75.2
13.7

73.3
7
73.3
20.4

86.7
7
81.9
18.3

60.0
60.0
53.3
0.0
13.3
0.0
13.3
6.7
26.7

60.0
66.7
66.7
33.3
26.7
13.3
20.0
20.0
13.3

93.3
73.3
80.0
53.3
46.7
53.3
40.0
13.3
33.3

86.7
73.3
80.0
40.0
40.0
46.7
40.0
40.0
60.0

80.0
10
31.3
29.3

73.3
10
39.3
24.4

93.3
10
58.0
26.5

93.3
10
60.0
21.5

93.3
73.3

80.0
80.0

93.3
100.0

93.3
100.0

60.0
3
75.6

46.7
3
68.9

66.7
3
86.7

93.3
3
95.6

Condition Labels

Number of Items
M
SD
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Phase-Change Lines

Shape, Formatting, & Color, Line 1
Shape, Formatting, & Color, Line 2
Shape, Formatting, & Color, Line 3
Vertical Placement, Line 1
Vertical Placement, Line 2
Vertical Placement, Line 3
Horizontal Placement, Line 1
Horizontal Placement, Line 2
Horizontal Placement, Line 3
Consistency
Number of Items
M
SD

36
37
38

General Formatting

Graph Dimensions
Gridlines & Font
Borders
Number of Items
M
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39
40

Section

Graph Element

RSP

RO

AR

ARO

General Formatting, continued

SD

16.8

19.2

17.6

3.8

Copying & Pasting

Pasted with All Elements Included
Pasted as Image

80.0

86.7

86.7

100.0

80.0
2
80.0
0

73.3
2
80.0
9.428

66.7
2
76.7
14.14

66.7
2
83.3
23.57

Number of Items
M
SD
Overall

M
SD

Note. Itemized analysis of accuracy as scored in each section of the checklist. Each row presents a different item. The condition
columns show the percentage of participants out of 15 that was scored as correct for each item. Darker cells represent fewer
participant graphs in that condition were scored correct for that checklist item.
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Table 9. Descriptive Statistics for Graphing Accuracy, by Factor
Descriptive Statistics for Graphing Accuracy, by Factor
Factor B:
Outcomes
Accuracy

Factor A: Antecedents
M

No
SD

CI

M

Yes
SD

CI

Overall
M
SD

No

59.5

16.5

50.3–68.7

79.0

12.7

72.0–86.0

69.3

17.6

Yes

67.3

24.2

53.9–80.7

83.0

8.9

78.1–87.9

75.2

19.6

Overall

63.4

20.7

81.0

11.0

72.2

18.7

M

SD

CI

M

SD

CI

M

SD

No

59.3

16.9

50.8–67.9

46.9

9.7

42.0–51.9

53.1

14.9

Yes

58.4

19.6

48.5–68.3

61.4

25.0

48.7–74.0

59.9

22.1

Overall

58.9

18.0

54.2

20.1

Duration

Note. The mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) are presented for each cell of the two-by-two
factorial. Data in columns were averaged across groups that either did or did not receive
supplemental antecedent stimuli. Columns under No include data from RSP and RO tutorials,
and those for Yes include data from AR and ARO tutorials. Data in rows were averaged across
groups that either did or did not receive supplemental outcome stimuli. Rows for No include
data from RSP and AR tutorials, and those for Yes include data from RO and ARO tutorials. The
columns labeled CI present the lower and upper bounds of the confidence interval for that group
mean.
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Figure 1. The rib bon menu of Microsof t Word. Rib bon Menu

Figure 1. The ribbon menu of Microsoft Word. Multiple icons are used with similar physical features and names, yet distinct
functions.
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Figure 2. Icons & Menu s from Microsoft Office

Icon Name

Icon(s)

Context

Insert Caption
(Word 2013)

Insert Citation
(Word 2013)

Insert Charts panel
(Excel 2013)

Axis Options menu
(Excel)

Figure 2. Icons and menu items from Microsoft Word and Excel are presented zoomed in and in
spatial context. The Microsoft Word “Insert Caption” (top row) and “Insert Citation” (second
row) icons demonstrate low disparity between task stimuli associated with different functions.
The “Insert Charts” panel of icons (third row) demonstrates that not all icons in computer
software are accompanied by textual cues despite low stimulus disparity. The “Axis Options”
menu (fourth row) depicts task stimuli with nearly 100% correspondence.
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Figure 3. Exemplar Instructional Slides

RSP

AR

RO

ARO

RSP & RO

AR & ARO

Formatting
the Data
Table

Resizing the
Graph (2/5)
No Outcomes
this Slide
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RSP

AR

RO

ARO

RSP & AR

RO & ARO

Resizing the
Graph (4/5)

Formatting
the Y-Axis
Scale
No
Antecedents
this Slide

Figure 3. Comparisons of instructional stimuli per slide between tutorials. Color coding is
shown here to demonstrate the IV manipulation between groups, but was not shown to
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participants during the experiment. Antecedent stimuli are represented by blue text and image
borders. Outcome stimuli are represented by orange text and image borders. Slides on which
either antecedents or outcomes were not presented are indicated on the left, and the condition
labels are collapsed across the common factor.
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Figure 4. Gr aphin g accuracy

100
90

PERCENTAGE CORRECT

80

M = 83.00

M = 79.00

70

M = 67.33

60

M = 59.50

50
40
30
20
10
0
RSP

RO

AR

ARO

CONDITION

Figure 4. Graphing accuracy by tutorial condition. Grey data points represent individual
participant duration spent on task. Darker points indicate overlapping data. Black bars among
data points indicate group means. The horizontal lines beneath the condition names indicate
statistically significant pairwise comparisons based on analysis of 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5. Gr aphin g Dura tion

60

120
110
100
90

MINUTES

80
70
60

M = 59.3

M = 61.4

M = 58.4

50

M = 46.9

40
30
20
10
0
RSP

RO

AR

ARO

CONDITION

Figure 5. Graphing duration by tutorial condition. Grey data points represent individual
participant duration spent on task. Darker points indicate overlapping data. Black bars among
data points indicate group means.
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Figure 6. Percentage o f Par ticipan t to Meet or Exceed Yield Criter ia

12

PARTICIPANTS

10
8
6
4
2
0
RSP

RO

AR

ARO

CONDITION

Figure 6. The number of participants per group to meet yield criteria for accuracy. Bars
represent the number of participants who met or exceeded the criterion for accuracy.
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Figure 7. Cumulative Record

ARO

12
11
10

PARTICIPANTS

9

AR

8
7

RO

6
5
4
3
2

RSP

1
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

MINUTE BINS

Figure 7. Cumulative record of the number of participants to meet the criterion for yield, of at
least 80% of checklist items formatted correctly. Participants are counted per 10-min interval.
The height of each data series on the y-axis represents the number of participants to meet the
yield criterion. The x-axis number labels indicate the 10-min interval in which participants
completed the task.
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